Battlefield tours in Northern France
 The areas of Pas de Calais, Flanders and the Somme are departments of France often neglected by the tourist but for the traveller seeking something different from sun soaked beaches this area offers amazing opportunities. It’s a land steeped in legend and history. You can stand on the grave pits of Agincourt where French noblemen had their throats cut by English archers after the battle. You can walk the newly opened tunnels of the V2 rocket bases where German might was preparing enormous structures for the delivery of secret weapons. You can visit the Somme – a place like nowhere else on earth – where monuments, memorials, parks and cemeteries stretch into the distance and every cemetery has a story to tell. You can walk the trenches and see the small woods where whole Divisions were swallowed in few hours. No area on earth has had so many books written about it as the Somme.  
Planning your visit
Because we provide accommodation and transport we can offer a much more flexible approach than UK based operators. We maintain an extensive library on the area and if visitors require a particular itinerary or to visit a particular grave we usually can accommodate providing we are told before the booking is made. What we are offering is not a coach trip round a few war graves but the opportunity to see the things that really interest you – if you are an Australian to see where Australia fought and to see the associated monuments and we will put a lot of care into personalising the trip to suit your inclinations. 
 Visitors need to appreciate the size of Northern France –  Paris is a long way from us and the journey to the Normandy beaches from our base is roughly three hours.   We can cover Dieppe on the coast in one direction to Dunkirk in the other. The whole of the WW1 battlefields (Somme, Ypres, Vimy) to Amiens. All the WW2 and Hundred Years war sites  in Pas de Calais. We can also travel to Waterloo. 
One suggestion for travellers from England who do not wish to drive is arrive at Frethun (Calais) – take the Agincourt/La Coupole module that day followed by the Somme the next day. The day of departure leave by eurostar at Lille where you can spend the day in what is an interesting town much restored and good places to eat. Eurostar.com is the web site for eurostar. P&O and Seafrance also have web sites. 
 We pick up at Calais at both the station and the port. The station for TGV and Eurostar for Calais is Frethun. For travellers from Paris Lillers is the easiest nearest station. Lille is difficult and is not the same place as Lillers. Visitors to France should satisfy themselves they can get into France and satisfy any visa requirements etc. You should also ensure that you have valid travel and medical insurance to suit your particular needs and which covers you for the whole of the journey. 
Accommodation
We are based in an ancient farmhouse in a rural farming village. The house is heated by log fires and
wood burning stoves and has a wealth of original features including old beams etc. It’s a truly rural area. If you are planning to travel to us by car we will provide you with directions.  Staying with us you are seeing old France a completely different experience to a roadside motel. We cannot control the ‘closed for maintenance’ signs which sometimes appears overnight at particular sites. We also have no control over things like French Holy Days and other matters like the curator of a particular museum going out for the afternoon to do his shopping – that’s France.
Our village does not have shops of cafes and is very quiet.  A couple of cars an hour pass the house. Whilst the house is none smoking it is possible to sit out in the summer under the trees and enjoy the ambience of the village. Combines and other agricultural equipment pass by in the night at certain times of the year. You can chose single or double bedrooms with no surcharge. Two of the bedrooms are on the ground floor but the bathrooms are upstairs and the staircases are steep. The cooking is good English home cooking where possible using the produce of the village and includes wine with evening meal etc. Its full board so there are no extra charges for things like coffee.  In the evening you can look at videos on the  battles, stroll round the village or just sit and have a chat. 
Included in the price is pick up at Calais, all site fees,  bed breakfast and evening meal. We provide packed lunches on the trips.
The Local Area
The area surrounding the village was always of great military importance. During the Second World War the German installations in the village were bombed some fifteen times. Being the highest village in Pas de Calais it had an important German radar site. It engaged in electronic warfare seeking to disrupt the radio direction beam of allied bombers and it was planned to direct the V2’s from there. The remains of the radar station are still there as is the enormous bunker complex and pillboxes. Down the road is Agincourt where Henry V fought it out and down the road. Close by is the source of the Lys a spot visited by coach loads of Belgium tourists!  The river was used as a defence line in the retreat to Dunkirk in the Second World War and by Marlborough on his attack on the French fortress line the year after Blenheim. Down the valley of the Course is the enormous fortress and walled town of Montreuil which was used as Haig’s headquarters in WW1.
If I were planning a two-day trip my first priority would be the Somme and then Agincourt/La Coupole module. La Coupole is a museum set in the enormous underground V2 base at St. Omer.  The French have spent a lot of money opening the huge underground passages and creating a WW2 museum. It displays the rockets and also various multi-media exhibits in relation to WW2. Pas de Calais contains more visible and spectacular World War Two sites and museums than Normandy.  If you are arriving via Calais the la Coupole / Agincourt module is a good starting or finishing day. With the other modules you need to stay the night before and the night after to avoid taking up too much time travelling.
The Modules
It entirely depends on how long you wish to spend at a particular site how many sites you visit. 
 1 Agincourt/La Coupole
Starting in the village the bunker complex, then Agincourt, Battle of the Golden Spurs, source of the Lys, an important WW1 cemetery at St. Omer, La Coupole V2 site and then depending on time etc., either the enormous above ground V2 bunker at St. Omer or Dunkirk or Montreuil. Crecy and the Field of the Cloth of Gold can be visited but neither has much to offer by way of interesting things to actually see. It could be become a two-day tour by adding other sites in Pas de Calais. It can start or finish at Calais
2 The Somme
The Somme tour is either one day or two days.  If 
you are from a Commonwealth country national monuments and cemeteries can be viewed and particular graves visited. We include the British memorial to the missing. Also Newfoundland Park 
where on the opening day of the Somme offensive the Newfoundlanders walked across open ground into the machine guns of the German defenders. The park still has the preserved trench lines and Y Ravine the German defence line is of course still visible. We also try to include places like High Wood and Mametz and depending on the length of the tour some VC graves. We theme the tour to suit your particular interests.
3 Vimy
Vimy is an interesting place and is the home of the Canadian National Memorial. It’s a magnificent structure set in a Park with preserved trench lines and mine craters. The Canadians held the ridge for a long period during WW1 and some of the tunnels they excavated under it can still be visited. The French National cemetery is nearby as are other important sites and cemeteries. 
4 Ypres
Whilst the battle of the Somme lasted a few months their were three battles Ypres. The second battle saw the first use of poison gas. The Germans repeatedly tried to take Ypres and the battles of Ypres were probably of greater importance than the Somme. The area has important memorials and is visited by many people. 
 5 Waterloo
Waterloo is a much-visited battlefield but is a fair way from us – it’s a well worth a visit and you will come away from the visit wondering who was the victor. Malplaquet is on the way to Waterloo and it was in 1709 that 200,000 men fought it out in an exceptionally bloody battle even by the standards of that area. The French were again defeated but 40,000 dead and injured lay on the battlefield at the finish
6 Towns
When you visit Northern France the visitor especially from England notices two things – its size and the roads are quit. One town which would be thronged with tourists were it in the UK is Amiens. Quite apart from its military connections it has a magnificent Cathedral. Montreuil is another important town and is visited by the British in quite large numbers. Not only was it Haig’s headquarters it was part of an important defence line in attempting to keep out invaders from the Low Countries and Britain. It has huge intact walls. It can be visited in a day with either Hesdin or Boulogne. Amiens needs to be visited on a day by itself but can be combined with visits to other places of interest on the way.
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Prices in the boxes above are PEOPLE (1 - 6) along the top line – DAYS  down the left side (1-5)
Each tour includes accommodation the night before and the night after the tour.  A tour shown as one day includes accommodation the night before and the night after the tour.
For visitors staying four or more tour days the price includes an evening at the local French restaurant in the next town. The prices in the boxes are for the party  (4 persons for four tour days total – £990 sterling) 
1 Prices are in Sterling and are subject to change without notice but not after a confirmed booking.
2 All tours include pick up and put down at Calais at a set time or by agreement at another point.  All tours include the accommodation the night before and the night after the tour.  Evening meal is provided before the tour and breakfast after the tour before departure. Thus a three-day tour includes four nights accommodation. 
3 The tours include site and museum entrance fees where applicable.  
4 Bed breakfast and evening meal with wine is included in the price. No extra charges for coffee etc.  Accommodation is in single or double rooms according to choice but if six people participate one of the rooms is shared. We only have five bedrooms. 
5 We provide packed lunches on tour days.
6 Guests should ensure that they have valid travel and medical insurance covering them for the whole of the trip. It should include France and Belgium plus any other Countries you are planning to visit.
7 Use the form below to select the modules you require and if you have a particular interest please advise. If it’s a particular grave please advise us at this point, as we may not be able to trace it.
8 The above prices relate to tours for which you are booking the whole tour. Nobody else will participate in the tour but other people may be staying in the house at the time. If you would like details of scheduled tours for which you can book as an individual please advise and will email you or write to you from time to time. 
 Modules









Any interests within the modules


Arrival date                                  Departure date

Number in party
Room requirements (single/double)

Any other requirements or questions

Your name and address (please print and remember to include the country)


Phone number                                     email

Mail the completed form to M. Carpenter, 17 rue de l’Eglise, 62134 Predefin, France
Or email to typenet@europemail.com
http://www.typenet.com
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